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■ABSTRACT
All spaces are assumed to be separable metric. .
By a homeomorphism on a space X (= self-homeomorphism)
is meant a homeomorphism of X onto itself. By X°° is
meant the infinite product space ^ w h e r e  X^ = X .
A space X satisfies property if ihe homeomorphism g
on X°° defined by g(x1 ,x2 ,x^ ,x^  , — )= (x2 ,x^  ,x^,x^ , ...)
is isotopic to the identity mapping. Theorem 2.1. A
necessary and sufficient condition that each homeomorphism
on X°° is isotopic to the identity mapping is that X
satisfy property jjT . The following two theorems follow
easily from Theorem 2.1. Theorem 2.2 (Theorem 2.3) Any
o
homeomorphism on the Hilbert cube I°° (on I ) is isotopic
to the identity mapping. From Theorem 2.3 and the principal
result of [2], asserting that the Hilbert space ^  is
o
homeomorphic with I°° ,we have Theorem 2.4. Any 
homeomorphism on ^2 is isotopic to the identity mapping. 
This result settles a question raised by Klee [9].
A homeomorphism on a space X is stable if it can be 
written as a composition of finitely many homeomorphisms on 
X each of which is the identity on some open set in X . 
Theorem 3.3. Any homeomorphism on s is stable.
iv
/
Consequently, using [2], we have: Theorem 3.4. Any 
homeomorphism on ^  stable Theorem 3.3 can also be
used to give an alternative proof of Theorem 2.3.
Chapter IY provides a construction of a topological 
Cantor set C in the Hilbert cube I°° such that I°°\ C is not 
simply connected; thus answers a question raised .by 
Blankinship [4]. Theorem 4.3. There exists two Cantor sets 
in the Hilbert cube such, that no homeomorphism of one onto 
the other can be extended to a homeomorphism on I°°.
In Chapter V , we investigate a possible generalization 
of the Schoenflies Theorem in the Hilbert cube. One result 
is: If is the set {x e I^ik^Cx ) = 1} and h is any
oo
homeomorphism of into I , then a necessary and
sufficient condition that h can be extended to a 
homeomorphism on I°°' is that h(K^ ) be a collared subset 
in I°° in the sense of Brown-Gluck [8],
v
ICHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION, NOTATION
Introduction,, All spaces concerned are assumed 
seperable metric. In this paper we investigate and prove 
various properties of homeomorphisms on certain infinite 
product spaces, in particular, the Hilbert cube I°° and s 
(the countable infinite product of lines).
It has been shown in [9j and [10] by V. Klee that 
each homeomorphism on I°° (or on is isotopic to the
identity mapping by means of into-homeomorphisms. He raised 
the question whether into-homeomorphisms can be replaced by 
self-homeomorphisms. Results in Chapter II in this paper _ 
give each of his questions a positive answer. We prove that 
any homeomorphism on a space such as I°° , s or ^  is 
isotopic to the identity mapping. (Note that our definition 
of isotopy requires self-homeomorphisms. See 2.1). In fact 
stronger theorems are obtained for homeomorphisms on 
spaces I°° , s and . Namely, any homeomorphism on each
of these spaces is stable,, (For definition, see Chapter III), 
[in Chapter III we prove stability for homeomorphism on s
1
2and ^2 • D. Anderson recently asserted the result for
I” [31. It is easy to see (hy a method of Alexander) that 
a homeomorphism on I°° (or s ) is isotopic to the identity 
mapping if it is stable.
The existence of a topological Cantor set C in
Euclidean space En for any n _> 3 such that En \c is
not simply connected was first demonstrated hy Antoine
[4] in 1921 and constructed hy W. A. Blankinship [5] in 
1951 for any n _> 3 . The question then was raised 
[in [4 ] hy Blankinship and in [10] hy Klee] whether a set 
of finite dimension can leave the Hilbert cube multiply 
connected. The result in Chapter IV gives an answer to the 
question by providing a construction of a Cantor set C in 
the Hilbert cube .1°° such that I°°\c is not simply 
connected.
Notation. (1) If X is a space, by a homeomorphism 
on X (= self-homeomorphism) is meant a homeomorphism of 
X onto itself.
XX(2) If X is a space, by X is meant the finite
product space 1 1 ^  Xi , where X^ = X and by X°° is
meant the infinite product space where X^ = X .
0 o
(3) J, J, I and I will denote the intervals
9 (—1,1), [0,1] and (0,1) respectively. Let E 
denote the reals, En the Euclidean n-space, D the unit 
2-cell, and A  the unit 1-sphere.
3(4) A mapping is a continuous function.
(5) 1 '~ 11 will mean ''is homeomorphic to''.
' '  1 will mean ''is isotopic to'1.
(6) By ''Hilbert Cube1' we mean the space J°° or
I x,-y, |I with metric p(x,y) = 1 i . Hilbert space,
1  S' I ”1 ^
2
is the space of all square summable sequences of real
V f t t -
• The space J°°
o
or I°° is denoted by s .
(7) e will always denote the identity mapping on the 
corresponding space.
(8) tc and will denote the projecting functions
of X°° onto X and X11 respectively; that is, if
x = (x1 ,x2, . . .) e X°° , 7in(x) = xn and Tn(x) = (x-L,x2, ... ,xn).
(9) = the empty set.
(10) Bd = Boundary, Int = Interior.
CHAPTER II 
- —  ISOTOPY THEOREMS
2.1 Definitions. (1) H = the set of all positive 
integers.
(2) For any a c H , ^ will denote the projecting
oofunction of X onto II. X. ; that is, if1 ovl* 1
x = (x15x2, e X°°, then 7ta (x) e IIi£.aXj_ ' and for
each i e a , (Tta (x)) = x^
(3) For any qc N , if h is a homeomorphism on
II. „X. , h will denote its natural extension on X°° .iea i ’
more precisely, if x e X°°, then h(x) is... the point in X°° 
such that xa (h(x)) = h(rca (x)) and ^(hCx)) = 7t^ (x) for
all i fL a .
(4) If h^,hQ are homeomorphisms on a space X , then 
h^  ~ hQ if there is a mapping H of X XI onto X such
that H| x 1 = h1 , HlxxO= ho and for eacl1  ^Hlxxt is
a homeomorphism on X . In this case we say that
{h+ = H| -^t an isotopy between h^  and hQ .
(5) For any ac H , a homeomorphism h on X°° is 
said to he fixed on the a--coordinates if for each x e X°°
4
5and each i e a, i.(h(x)) = i.(x),
(6) If hi ,h are homeomorphisms on X°° and
"between h^  and hQ is said to 
"be fixed on the a-coordinates if each h^ is fixed on the 
a-coordinate s.
2.2- Property jfT . A space X satisfies property 
jJT if the homeomorphism g on X°° defined by 
g(x1,x2,x^,x^? . „.) = (xg,x^,x^?x^, . ..) is isotopic to the 
identity mapping.
Let 0^ be the homeomorphism on such that
= (y,x) and let 0' be the natural extension of
0 on X00 . X is said to have property JT if each
is isotopic to the identity mapping under an isotopy with 
the property that for n > 1 , the isotopy is fixed on the
first n-1 coordinates.
Lemma 2.1. X satisfies property X  if and only if 
X satisfies property X' .
Proof. Obvious.
We shall prove several Lemmas which will lead to the 
following theorem:
Theorem 2.1. A necessary and sufficient condition 
that each homeomorphism h on X°° is isotopic to the identity 
mapping is that X satisfy property 3l •
Let X be a space satisfying property X  (and hence
a c I , an isotopy y
6J 1 by Lemma 2.1) and let h be any homeomorphism on X°° .
For each n , there is an isotopy- {0^ +_}tppn_i n •]
’ "n- ’ n+1
between ^ and e with the property that for any n > 1
and any t e  ^ leaves the first n-1
coordinates fixed.
For any a e X and any n e N , define mappings
(  ^ /"w coav /and % of X into itself as follows:
(n)a ;(x15x2, . ..) = (x1, ...,xn_1,a,xn , ...) and
7t^ ( X 1 9 Xg 9 . . . ) — ( X 1 9 ... 5 > * • ■ ) '
Lemma 2.2. If P,P^ s X°° such that P^ ---> P , and
for each i?ai s X , then tc^ (P^ )— > P and a ^ ^ P ^ ) — > P .
Proof. The lemma follows since for any fixed n ,
and for any i > n , (P±)) = ^ ( * 1) = (P±-)) •
For x e X , denote the function x ■— >(n;n(x))
/■V
by hn o The following two Lemmas are evident.
Lemma 2.3. Each h_n is a homeomorphism on X°°
leaving the nth-coordinate fixed.
lemma 2.4. L,+1 = Ll •
We observe that from Lemma 2.4, it follows that for any 
n , hn+  ^ is isotopic to h^ by means of the isotopy
^ n  t ~~ ^njt^n ^n,t ^ ts[£nl?_2L.] .
’ ’ p L n n+1J
7Lemma 2.5. If P, P^ £ X°° such, that P^ -- > P
and {fj_lj_>-| is a sequence of functions satisfying (1) each 
fi =  ^ for some t e n+T^ and ^  for a fixed
n , there are at most finitely many f^ such that
£i = ^n,t ' Then fl pi>— > P '
Proof. The lemma follows since for any fixed n , there 
exists a large enough K such that )) = ^n^i^
for all i > K .
Lemma 2.6. If P^,P e X°° such that P^ ---> P ,
then hj_(Pj_) > h(P) .
Proof. By Lemma 2.2 , tc^ (P^)-- > P . Hence
hCrc^(P^)) -- > h(P). Apply lemma 2.2 again,
(TLj^Pi)) ^ ^h  ^ i (?i )---- > h(P) . But this means kj_(Pj_)--> h(P) .
Lemma 2.7. h^  ~ h .
o
Proof. Define a function H of X°°xl onto X°° as 
follows: H|x~ x1 = h , H|xoo^t = h ^  where
t e >n+T^” recal1 that
^njt “ ^n,t ^n ^ n , t ^ t e i s  an isotopy Between
h „ and h ). It suffices to show H is continuous on n+1 n '
X°°y 1. Let a sequence of points in I
such that (P^,t^)----- >(P,1). We may assume t^ < 1 for all
8i . = h n>ti(Pi) = where
t ± £ • By  lemma 2 . 5 ,  0n>t ( B p  — > p • By
Lemma 2.6, h 0 , (P)— > h(P) . Apply Lemma 2.5 again,XI XI ? X
0v, + h 0 . (P. )---> h(P) and the lemma is proved.XJLjUj^ XI ?
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Lemma 2.7 shows that h can be
isotopic to the homeomorphism h^  . By Lemma 2.5 , h^  is the
natural extension of a homeomorphism g^  on -'--'-jL>1'^ i *
can repeat the same argument on II^^X^ and show that g^
can be isotopic to a homeomorphism g£ with the property
that 'gg i-s ^he natural extension of a homeomorphism
on " This means h^  can be isotopic to gg by
means of an isotopy leaving the lst-coordinate fixed. Note
that gg leaves the first two coordinates fixed. Iterating
this process on II.vnX., on II.v^X., and so on, we see * x>2 x ’ x>5 i
easily that h is isotopic to the identity mapping.
o
2.3. We proceed now to show that both J and J
satisfy property . Lemmas in the following are stated
o
merely for J ; similar Lemmas for J can be stated.
Let (T ,0) be the polar coordinate system on the 
plane. Define homeomorphisms f on J , P,Y on the unit 
disk D as follows:
9~f'(r,0) = (|rcos ©I ,0) if - ^ 1 0 < ^ or ^  < 0 <
(| rain 0| ,0) if | 1 9 i ^  or ^  i 9 1 ^  j
P(r,0) = (r,0 + 7i) and T(r,0) = (r,0 + j ).
Clearly both P ,Y are isotopic to e . Denote 
isotopies between P and e by ^t^tel’ ^eiween Y and e
by fYt>teI •
2Lemma 2.8. F = f 'Yf i s a  homeomorphism on J
such that (1) If F(x,y) = (x',y')j then F(y,x) = (-x!,y')
and (2) F ~ e „
Proof. We omit the straight forward proof of this
Lemma.
2
Lemma 2.9. If uu is the homeomorphism on J such
that w(x,y) = (-x,-y), then u) ~ e .
*1 — 1
Proof. uo = f P f and {f is necessary
isotopy.
Lemma 2.10. If o is the homeomorphism on such
  ~] oo
that a(x) = - x, then a ~ e on ' J
Proof. For each n , define <«n on Jn X Jn+-| ^7
U)-n(x,y) = (“X,-y) and let t } + prn_1 n 1 be an isotopy
* L~ ’n+1
between and e on = %.,*,(W2U)1 *
Lhen h. is isotopic to e on J°° by {h1 , = iL , } p_
i ' jp teLOj^j
10
and for n > 1 , h is isotopic to hn_1 by
<hn,t = 'n,tV l ) , £rS=l ^ r  Now 4efine a maM inS H of
n n+1
J°°X I onto j“ by h | * = h^ t if te[£zl,_£_] and
J Xt n n+1
Hi t o o —  O . - —
' J *1
Theorem 2.2, Any homeomorphism on the Hilbert Oube 
is isotopic to the identity mapping.
Proof, By virtue of Theorem 2,1, it suffices to 
show that J satisfies property J] , let g be the 
homeomorphism on J°° defined by g(x^ ,Xg,x^,x^, ...) = 
(Xg,x^,x^„x^, and let P,o be defined as before.
Clearly g - F p „ Then by lemmas 2,8, 2,10, g ~  e .
o
Similarly we can show that J satisfies property 
JjT , hence
Theorem 2.3. Any homeomorphism on s is isotopic 
to the identity mapping.
Theorem 2.4. Any homeomorphism on is isotopic
to the identity mapping.
Proof. R. D. Anderson has shown ^2 ~ s let
m be a homeomorphism of X^ e11^ 0 s arL^- -^-e  ^ -*1 '*De any
“1homeomorphism on Xo . h' = mhm is a homeomorphism on
s , hence can be isotopic to e by {k-fcJ-fcei such "that
“ 1h1 = h', hQ = e . Then {m h^m}^-]- is the necessary 
isotopy.
CHAPTER III 
STABLE HOMEOMORPHISMS
Notation and definitions. A homeomorphism h on a
space X is stable (in the sense of Brown-Gluck) if h can
be written as a composition of finitely many homeomorphisms
on X each of which is the identity on some open set in X.
ooos will denote the space I . will denote the set
{x e I°°:Tt^ (x) = 1} and H will denote the space
ro,2lxiI.^I. , where each I. = I . Our main result is:1 ✓> 1 1 ’ 1
Any homeomorphism on s or ^2 stable. It is easy to
see (as will be shown in Corollary 3.3) that (by means of
Alexander's method which was originally used for n-cells) a
homeomorphism on s is isotopic to the identity mapping if 
it is stable. Eor further discussion of stable
homeomorphisms on manifolds, refer to Brown-Gluck [8],
Theorem 3.1. s U ~ s
Theorem 3.2. If K is a compact subset in s and
~ h is a homeomorphism of K into s , then h can be 
extended to a stable homeomorphism h on s .
11
12
For the proof of Theorem 3.1, refer to [1]. A theorem 
like Theorem 3.2 was proved hy Klee [11] in a somewhat 
different context (without stressing stability). later on 
Theorem 3.2 was proved hy R. D. Anderson using Klee's 
method [1]. Note that in Anderson's paper, stability of the 
homeomorphism h was not explicitly proved, hut it was 
explicitly observed that stability can be easily achieved 
for the homeomorphisms considered there.
Corollary 3.1. If s' ~ s , then any homeomorphism 
h' from a compact subset K' of s' into s' can be
extended to a stable homeomorphism h ' on s'
Proof, let f be a homeomorphism of s' onto s , 
and let h = fh'f-  ^ h is a homeomorphism of f(K') into
(V
s , hence can be extended to a stable homeomorphism h on
s . Write h = f . . .f -i . where each f. is an 2 1 ’ l
homeomorphism on s which is the identity on some open set 
in s . Then define
h' = f~1 h f = f_1fn . . .fg^f = (f fnf"1)...(f f2f"1)(f f.jf).
Corollary 3.2. If h is a homeomorphism on s U K^
and K is a compact subset in s U K^  , then there exists 
a stable homeomorphism f on s U K^  such that fh is
the identity on K „
Proof. h|g is a homeomorphism of K into s U K^  ,
13
hence by Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.1, h|^ can be 
extended to a stable homeomorphism g on s U . Then 
let f = g-^  .
lemma 3.1. If X,Y are spaces such that X ~ Y , 
then every homeomorphism on X is stable if and only if 
every homeomorphism on Y is stable.
Proof. Obvious, by means of the method used to prove 
Corollary 3.1.
Lemma 3.2. If for each i , i = 1,1, ...,n , h^ is 
a homeomorphism on X which is isotopic to the identity 
mapping, then h = h^ ... hgh^ is a homeomorphism on X 
such that h is isotopic to the identity mapping.
Proof. Obvious.
Theorem 3.3. Any homeomorphism h on s is stable.
Proof. By virtue of Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 3.1, it 
suffices to show that any homeomorphism on s U 
is stable. By Corollary 3.2, there is a stable homeomorphis 
f on s U K1 such that fh is the identity on .
Hence there exists an open set V in s U and a real
number r such that sup{7t^(V U fh(V))} < r < 1. Let cp
be the extension of fh onto H' = s U[1,2] 
by taking cp as the identity outside of s U . Let a
be a homeomorphism on [0,2] such that 'a is the identity 
on [0,r] and a (1) = ^/2 . Define a homeomorphism 
g on H by g(x1,x2, ...) = (a(x1),x2, ...) .
14
A
Then 0 = g cpg| is a homeomorphism on s U .
Clearly 9 is the identity on some neighborhood of
and 0-1(fh) is the identity on V . But fh = 0[0 ^(fh)], 
-.1 —  1
hence h = f 0[9 (fh)], a finite composition of stable
homeomorphisms. Therefore h is stable.
Theorem 3.4. Any homeomorphism on ^  is stable.
This is an immediate consequence of the fact that 
2^ ~ s [2] and of lemma 3.1.
Corollary 3.3. Any homeomorphism h on s is 
isotopic to the identity mapping.
Proof. h is stable by Theorem 3.3. Hence, by 
lemma 3.2, it suffices to prove the theorem for the case 
that h leaves some open set V fixed. We now use 
Alexander's method applied to s . For some large number
°n+i
n , there is an open set W in I such that
(1) W = ,bi) X (an+1 j 1 ) where for each
i < n, 0 < a^ < "bj_ 4 1 a:rl(3- 0 < an+ <^ 1 an-l (2)
0 — n+1a V . let W be the closure of W in I ,
Int(W) the interior of W in 1^+1 ana ]_et
■yi t •I
0 = (0,0,...) e I . There exists a positive number K 
such that fl W = 0 . For each x = e [0,^] , let
= [G,x]n+'1. let Bd(W),Bd(Q^) denote the boundaries of*t
— n+1W and in I respectively. Evidently there is a
mapping H of jrL+^ y, j onto xn+  ^ such that
15
(1) g1 = H| . is the identity mapping on In+1,i zn+ 1
(2) For each 0 < t < 1 g. = H| is a
t jTL+1 % t
homeomorphism on jn+  ^ such that g^. (In+'1 \lnt (¥)) = for
0 < t < | .
(3) g+(0) - 0 for all t e I and H| _  (In+1\lnt(W))-t jii+i ^  Q
= 0 .
Now the desired mapping 3? from s XI onto s is 
defined as follows: P| g - g^h g_^ for 0 < t < 1 and
f l s n o  =  e  o n  s  •
CHAPTER IV 
A WILD CANTOR SET
4.1. Introduction. A Cantor set is a set Homeomorphic
with the Cantor middle-third set. It is known that every
Cantor set in s (or in y^) must be tame, in the sense that
its complement in s (or in y^) "topologically as nice
as the space itself. In fact it has been proved (by V. Klee
in the case of y^ [12] and by R. D. Anderson [1] in the
case of s , using Klee's method) that if K is a compact
set in X (for X =' s or y^) , then X\K ~ X . The question
as to whether a finite dimensional closed set can leave the
Hilbert cube multiply connected (in particular, whether a
Cantor set can have such a property) was then raised in [5]
by Blankenship and was also later mentioned in [10] by Klee.
In this paper we shall give such a question a positive
answer by providing the construction of a Cantor set C in
the Hilbert cube J°° such that J°°\C is not homotopically
trivial. In fact, we shall apply the result of Blankinship
[5] to show that J^C has non-trivial lst-Homotopy group.
We remark that such a set C cannot be constructed as a 
o
subset of J°° . Note that Anderson [1] (by using Klee's
16
17
method) proved that any Cantor set C (in fact, any compact 
o
set) in J°° can be carried into an end-face, say
= {x e J°° | (x) = 1}, by a homeomorphism on J°°. It
is quite clear that the complement of any Cantor subset 
(in fact, any compact set) of in J°° is homotopically
trivial, therefore, if the complement of C in J°° is to 
be homotopically non-trivial, C must, in a sense, join
oo
various end-faces of J .
4.2. Some notation. A 2-cell is a set homeomorphic
with the unit disk D , a circle is a set homeomorphic with
the unit circle A  and a half-circle is a subset of a circle
2
homeomorphic with J . Dq, are subsets in E defined 
as V0 = {(x,y)| x2+y2 < |} and = {(x,y)| x2+y2 = .
By a line in En is meant a 1-dimensional hyperplane in
YY 21 H+1E . For each n , E is regarded as a subset in E by 
considering En as En X 0 • An n-tube is a set 
homeomorphic to the product of a 2-cell with n-2 circles 
and a partial n-tube is a set homeomorphic to the product 
of a 2-cell with k circles and k' half-circles, where 
k + k' = n-2 .
4.3. Stretegy and outline of the construction.
The construction is an inductive modification of the 
construction of Antoine [4 ] and of Blankinship [5].
The Cantor set C will be the intersection of a
18
decreasing sequence of compact sets K^,K^, ... . For
each i >_ 3 , will he the product of a compact set k£ 
in J1 with • Also we will have that
is constructed as a subset of K^X Jj_+<| •
consists of a finite number of disjoint 3-tubes 
3 3and partial 3-tubes A£, ..., A£ , which are embedded_in the
3
interior of J, in J and link each other like ao 3
portion of the Ist-stage of Antoine's construction, joining 
one end-face of DqX [Dq X (-1)] with another [D0)C1].
Furthermore, A intersects an end-face of D X  if andi o j
3only if A£ is a partial 3-tube and that the intersection 
is exactly the union of two disjoint 2-cells. It has been 
proved (for instant in [5]) that cannot be shrunk
continuously to a point in J^\K^ . Consequently A 0 
cannot be shrunk continuously to a point in .
consists of a finite number of disjoint 4-tubes 
4 4 4and partial 4-tubes A^  , A7J, ..., AJ which are embedded 
in the interior of K^-X and link each other in such a . 
way that .A cannot be shrunk continuously to a point in
(as proved in [5]), and consequently cannot be skrunk 
continuously to a point in J°°\K^  .
i 3 *Based upon the construction of in J ,
3
is constructed in two steps. Step 1. If A^ is a 
3-tube, we let be a set consisting of a simply chain
19
of 3-tubes {A } embedded in A? like that in the firsl
fj fj > '
3
stage of the Antoine Construction. If At is a partial 
3
3-tube, At is similar to the set DqX J2 > with end-faces 
contained in an end-face of Dq X . We let lb be a set
3
in At consisting of finitely many disjoint 3-tubes and 
partial 3-tubes {A. .}.>1 joining one end-face of A? to
tJ J 1
another similar to that of in Dq X ^  . let
3
B =j_y'|B^  . Step 2. Bor each A ^  in the construction of
—3
B , A^^XJ^ Is the geometrical product of a small 2-cell
D .. with J. and with a small circle . (or a half
-L J J
circle A  p-j)* -^ij^ J4 is a se-t similar to DQX J3 with
end-faces D. ■ Xt-"1) D . . X 1 . We let B ! . be a set
J -L J 1 J
in consisting of finitely many disjoint 3-tubes
and partial 3-tubes { j^ }^>4 joining one end-face of 
D± . X J 4 with another similar to that of in DQ X J3
and let B^^ be the geometrical product of B ^  with
A ij (or A l '  Befine K 4 = •
Based upon the construction of can be
constructed similarly. If we require that the mesh of each 
n-tube (or a partial n-tube) in be uniformly small, say
less than — , we get the intersection of as
a Oantor set C . Also the fact that A 0 cannot be shrunk 
continuously to a point in any J°°\Ki implies that it can 
not be shrunk to a point continuously in J°°\c .
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4.4. The Construction.
We shall apply Blankinship's method to construct, 
inductively, a sequence of sets ^3^4 * ••• • Each Tn is
a subset of En as the union of a finite number of properly
imbedded disjoint linking n-tubes with the
properties that mesh (t^) < ^ for each t^ e » that
their intersection with Jn yield the sequence
1 1 ~
K^,K^, ... as described in 4 .3, and that Tn links the
circle A 0 in E11 (as proved in [5]). Therefore it
1
follows that also links A 0 as stated in Theorem 4.1.
Some definitions. The unit n-cell in E is the
set Cn = {x e En | | x | _< 1 }. For each r > 0 and each
na e E , the mapping x ---> rx + a defines a
homeomorphism h on En . A geometric n-cell is a set
X* j £1
XX XIin E which is the image of C under some h . If 1
X  ^ci>
is a line in En and a e En\^ , we shall define a stretched 
circle ®a(X) as a set orthogonal to J. with respect to the 
direction En+  ^ as follows: let b be the point on ^
such that d(a,b) = d(a,X)• Denote d(a,b) by P. Let 
the line containing both a and b be ¥' anc^  denote by 
a 1 the other point on such that d(a',b) = d(a,b) .
Let P = X' X En+1 * a ^  ^ -P ,P arL<i a 1 X [ —P jP 3 tie
subsets in P . Then define
Sa(X) = aV.[-P,p]U a' X[-P,P]U{(x,y)eP|d((x,y),(b,0)) = /2 P 
and d (x, b) <_ P } .
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We shall from now on refer to a stretched circle as one
similar to S (^ ) . If X is a line in E11 and a
Kc=En \ X , let K(^) =ayK Sa(X). A line X in En is 
said to he away from a set K in En if K is contained 
in some geometric n-cell missing X .
We now give the construction of a sequence of n-tuhes 
. .., each called a geometrical n-tube, inductively 
as follows: let ^  be a line in E away from DQ such
that > 2 . Let Now suppose that
V
for k >_ 3 , T has been defined, let %^ be a line in
Ek away from such that dC^,^) > 2 , then define
ipk+1 _ # The reason to choose the distance between
Xn and T be > 2 is to guarantee that
Tn fl Jn = D ^ I I  , as it follows easily from the
definition. Erom now on we shall refer to an n-tube as one
similar to Tn .
We shall call an n-chain in Tn as a finite
collection of properly imbedded disjoint n-tubes {ij^i>l
neach of which is contained in the interior of T and 
linking each other in such a way that A 0 cannot be shrunk 
continuously to a point in its complement in E . W e  shall 
describe the linking as we, in the following, inductively 
construct an n-chain i>-| in Tn . for n = 3, a
■z rz
3-chain in T is simply, the first stage of the
classical Antoine's construction. We require that each
22
*2 -|
3-tube t. is of mesh < ^ and that a 3-tube intersects 
i 3
4 Bd(J^) in only at the straight portion of the 3-tube
as exactly the union of two disjoint 2-cells:
m
3We describe each t^ as the actual geometrical product of 
a small 2-cell with a small stretched circle Aj_ . Bet
T be the union of all t^ . For the purpose of simplicity,
4
we shall give only the construction of a 4-chain in T ,
3which is based upon the construction of a 3-Chain in T 
and is constructed in T ^ X -®4 > a:rl(^ assert that the 
construction of an n-chain in Tn , which is based upon the 
construction of an (n-1)-chain {t^-1}^>  ^ in Tn  ^ and is
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constructed in T ( )  y. , can be similarly-
constructed. Now suppose a 3-chain ^as teen
r?'~
defined as before. For each i , let {t? .}... be a
3
similarly constructed 3-chain in tt . Note that a 3-tube
■z 3 3 3
intersects Bd(J ) in E only if t: does. We
id 1
3 3 3require that tt^ intersects Bd(J ) in E in a way
3 3 3similar to that tr^ intersects B.d(J ) in E ; that is,
3
only at the straight portion of t:. and as exactly the
i <J
union of two disjoint 2-cells. We shall construct a
U ■ 
i>1
d>i
4-chain in ’ Eae]l ^ij^ 3  ^ is a 4-tube
contained in the interior of T = T (X3)• We consider each 
3
t. . as the actual geometrical product of a small 2-cell 
J
D . . with a small stretched circle A-: j . Hence t3.(^,)
** d 1 t] 1 ^
is the geometrical product of IL ^ (^3) with . ^^(^ 3)
is a 3-tube. Let a similarly constructed
^ 3
3-chain in D. .(^x) requiring that t^.v intersects
1J > 1J-K
Bd(J^) only at the straight portion of the 3-tube and as
exactly the union of two disjoint 2-cells. Let ^e
the 4-tube obtained by the actual geometrical product of
3 4
ti jic ^ij • Define the 4-chain in T as the
collection of all t f ^  . It is clear that we can construct
4 4 1a 4-chain in T so that each -^s mesh < .
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For each, n _> 3 , we now choose an n-chain { } x> 1 an 
Tn such that mesh t?" < — for each t^ 1 in {t^ 1}. .
aL iTli l l l r I
~n ri
Define T as the union of all t. and define K 1 asi n
Tn  n jn  .
4.5. Theorem 4.1 If F is a mapping of A 0>1 I
into Jn (n _> 3) such that F|^ xo = e on ^o arL<^
o
F ( A 0 *  1) is a point, then F (  A Q X Ijfl ^ 0 .
Proof. Refer to [5]. We remark that our construction 
is basically the construction of Blankinship, though it is 
described differently. Therefore A Q cannot be shrunk
continuously to a point in En\T , as proved in [5] ,
consequently it cannot be shrunk continuously to a point
JnXKA c En\Tn .
Theorem 4.2. If , then the set
0 = fl K is a Cantor set in J°° such that has
n>3 n
non-trivial lst-Homotopy group.
Proof. The facts that each t^ in i-B
mesh < — and that t^ 1 intersects Bd(Jn) as exactly then l °
union of two disjoint 2-cells evidently give the 
intersection of K a zero-dimensional compact subset of 
J°° without isolated points. Hence C is a Cantor set. To
show that J°°\C has non-trivial lst-Homotopy group, let F
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be a mapping of A 0 X I into J°° such that f |^q y q = e 011
A Q and F( A 0 A 1) is a point. For each n > 3 , t F is
a mapping of A 0 X i into Jn such that (TnF)| A 0 ^  o = e
on A 0 and (t^f H  A 0 X 1) is a point. Hence by Theorem
4.1 , (Tn F ) ( A 0 X I ) n K n  0 • This imPl i e s 
F(A0XI) n Kn f 0 . Therefore F(A0XI) n c 7* 0 •
Thus we have also proven:
Theorem 4.5. There exists two Cantor sets in the 
Hilbert cube such that no homeomorphism of one onto the 
other can be extended to a homeomorphism on the whole Hilbert 
cube .
CHAPTER V 
COLLARED SUBSETS
5.1. Introduction. Collared subsets and bi-collared 
subsets of manifolds have been studied by M. Brown and 
B. Mazur among others and with noteworthy contributions. In 
this paper we investigate a possible generalization of the 
Schoenflies theorem in the Hilbert cube as an analogue of 
the generalized Schoenflies theorem in n-spheres. However, 
the author has not yet been able to settle the question as 
to whether a bi-collared imbedding of a sub-Hilbert cube K 
in I°° can be carried onto the set K' = {x e I°°| 7^  (x)= 
by a space homeomorphism, where by bi-collared imbedding 
is meant there is a homeomorphism carrying some open 
neighborhood at K onto an open neighborhood of K' . The 
corresponding question for a collared imbedding is settled 
here .
5.2. Definitions. (1) A subset B in a space X 
is collared (bi-collared) in X if there is a homeomorphism 
h carrying BX[0,1)(B^(0,1)) onto an open neighborhood 
of B such that h(b,0) = b(h(b,i) = b) for all b e B .
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(2) If K.j is the set {x e I°°| (x) = 1}, a set M
is cellular in I°° if M = . fl H . where each H. is a
i>1 1 1
closed subset in I°° satisfying (1) Int(H^+1) cz and
(2) for each i , there is a homeomorphism h^ carrying
onto I°° such that h^(Bd(H^)) = .
(3) If f i sa mapping of X into Y , then an
inverse set (under f) is a set M c X containing at 
least two points, and such that for some point y of f(X), 
M = f"1(y).
5.3. let Q = l“ . Bor n > 1 , let
Q = II [0,|n] X.II 1^  where each [0,fei]± = [0,^n ] and
n i = 1 1 3 >n J d ± 2
let C = Bd(Q ) in l°°, V = 1°°^ . It is evident that
xx xx xx xx
lim mesh (CL.) = 0 and for any n > m _> 1 , there is a
n-»°o n
homeomorphism h on I°° which (1) carries Cm onto Cn
and (2) is the identity on .
Theorem 5.1. If K is a compact subset in l“\K^ ,
then for any e > 0 , there exists a homeomorphism h on
I°° such that hi™- = e on K1 and mesh h(K) < e- .
Proof. Obvious.
Theorem 5.2. Let 0 denote the point (0,0,0,...) 
of I°° and let U denote the set (t,l] I I ^ ^ L  for
some 0 < t < 1 , then there exists a mapping of I°° onto
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itself such that (1) h is the identity on K^, (2) h is
a one to one mapping of U onto I°°\{0} and (3) h(I°°\U) = 0
Proof, let a se(luence °f real numbers
sueh that t <...< tg < t^  < tQ and t^— >t . Evidently 
for each i >_ 1 , we can choose inductively a homeomorphism 
h^ of [ti ,ti_1 ] X IIj>i1 j oirto Qi_1\(int Q±) so that h^
is the identity on and hj__-| agrees with h^ on
t. y.II.,,.1. . Then define h by taking h = h. on each 
t3 s I J
[ti »t±_i ] X 11 ^ >11 j and let h(I°°\U) = 0 .
Theorem 5.3. If M is a cellular subset in I°°
which is contained in an open set ¥ , then there exists a 
mapping f of I°° onto itself such that f is the 
identity on I°°\W and M is the only inverse set under f
Proof. The proof is analogous to that given in [7].
Note that Theorem 1 in [7] is a theorem for a cellular 
subset in a finite dimensional compact metric space which 
is defined [7] differently, in particular, without condition
(2). However, by adding condition (2) to the definition of 
a cellular subset M and by Theorem 5.1 , we see that 
Brown's proof can be carried over here in exactly the same 
manner.
Theorem 5.4. A sub-Hilbert cube K in I°° is 
collared if and only if there exists a homeomorphism on I°°
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carrying K onto .
Proof. It is clear that K is collared if it can "be
carried onto by a homeomorphism on I°° . Now suppose
K is collared. For some 0 < t^  <1 , there is a
homeomorphism h carrying an open neighborhood of K
onto IL = (t1 ,1 ] X II. 1 . . Let t be a number such that' ' J * I J
t1 < t < 1 , and let U = (t, 1 ] p l . ^  1^  , V = h_1(U). We
may assume 0 z V . For otherwise by the well-known 
property of I°° being homogeneous, we can carry a point 
v e V onto 0 by a homeomorphism a on I°° and then prove 
the theorem for cx(K). By Theorem 5.2, there is a mapping 
f of I°° onto itself such that f is the identity on 
and has only M 1 = I°°\U as its inverse set, and such that 
f(M1 ) = 0 . Define a mapping g of I°° onto itself by
glv = fh and g(I°°\v) = 0 . Clearly M = I°°\v is the only
inverse set under g . We now assert that in order to prove
the theorem, it is sufficient to show that M is a cellular
subset contained in W , where W is the set
I°°\h_1 ( [t' , 1 ] II I.) for some t < t' <1 . Let us
3>1 d
assume that this is the case. Then there is a mapping cp 
of I°° onto itself such that cp is the identity on I°°\W
and M is the only inverse set under cp . Let cp(M) be
denoted by a . Now define a mapping F of K onto
by F(x) = gcp-  ^(x) if x ^ a and F(a) = 0 . Clearly F
is the desired homeomorphism carrying K onto .
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To show M is cellular, let be any open set
about M and let WQ = W 1 D ¥ . = g(WQ) is an open
set about 0 . Since 0 e V , there is a large number n
such that M c Yn . Clearly = g(Vn) is an open set
containing 0 and g maps homeomorphically onto
Bd(V^) . Since I°°\V^  is a non-null open set, there
evidently exists a homeomorphism P on I°° such that P is
the identity on a small neighborhood about 0 and
P(V') c= W 1 . Then define h 1 by h'(x) = x if x e M \ n1' o
and h'(x) = g--1Pg(x) if x e . h' is a
homeomorphism of into WQ such that M is contained
in the interior of H = h'(Yn) and h'CC^) = Bd(H). Since
Vn is homeomorphic with I°° is such a way that can
be carried onto , the condition that M be cellular
is fulfilled.
Theorem 5.5. If h is a homeomorphism of into
I°° , then a necessary and sufficient condition that h can 
be extended to a homeomorphism on I°° is that h(K^) be
a collared subset in I°° .
Proof. Clearly it is necessary. To prove the
sufficiency, suppose h(K^) is a collared subset in I°° .
oo
By Theorem 5.4, there is a homeomorphism g on I
carrying h(K^) onto . Let f be a homeomorphism
OO  *|
on I°° extending gh on K^. . Then g f is the
desired extension of h .
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